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Abstract

Understanding defects, disorder and doping due to N implantation in ZnO is one

of the most debated issues for the last few years. In the present work, a compre-

hensive investigation has been carried out using Raman, photoluminescence

(PL) spectroscopy and grazing‐incidence X‐ray diffraction on 50 keV N ions

implanted granular ZnO with different fluence (approximately up to 6.5%

atomic concentration) along with postimplantation annealing. Raman investi-

gation suggests that 275, 510, 643, and 857 cm−1 modes are directly related to

nitrogen. Additionally, VZn may have some role in stabilizing 275 cm−1 mode.

The broadening (or tailing) of E2
low mode is related to vibration of distorted

Zn sublattice, which may be a product of ion implantation generated defect clus-

ter like VZn–VO. The distortion starts to reduce with annealing at elevated tem-

peratures. Direct correlation between 555 cm−1 Raman mode and the tailing of

E2
low mode has been found. More defect clustering is vivid from the reduced PL

of the ZnO samples with increasing implantation fluence. So, tailing of E2
low

Raman mode, increasing intensity of 555 cm−1 mode and nonradiative defect

centers are of common origin. Both the ratios E1(2LO)/E1(LO) and E2
high/

E1(LO) can be used as parameters to measure the defective nature of ZnO after

ion implantation/irradiation. Low temperature PL (selected samples) suggests

absence of shallow acceptor states, although negative thermal quenching above

175 K has been observed (implantation fluence 1 × 1016 ions/cm2 and annealed

at 500°C) which can be a signature of deep acceptors.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Interplay of defects and dopants in semiconductors is
very much interesting to explore theoretically as well as
for technological purposes.[1] Being a promising opto-
electronic material, focused research on ZnO in this
direction is going on since the last two decades.[2–7]

Still, the dopant defect combination (in requisite
concentration) that can lead to stable p‐type conductivity
in ZnO, has not been identified/realized yet. Nitrogen
being the most suspected acceptor dopant in ZnO,[8] here,
N implantation‐driven defects and possible doping have
been studied in a comprehensive manner. Room temper-
ature Raman and photoluminescence (PL) measurements
have been carried out on samples with low (1012 ions/
cm2) and high (1017 ions/cm2) N implantation fluence.
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At the same time, annealing induced (up to 600°C)
changes have been monitored for sample with 1016 ions/
cm2 implantation fluence. Evolution of implantation and
annealing induced defective states in ZnO lattice is nicely
reflected in the Raman spectra of the samples, which
enable us to employ Raman spectroscopy as a characteris-
tic tool to analyze overall disorder as well as contribution of
individual intrinsic defects in ZnO. Such a controlled vari-
ation of defective nature of ZnO may trigger activation
of N‐related acceptors, and low temperature PL of the
selected samples has been recorded. No clear evidence
of shallow acceptors due to implanted nitrogen can be
detected. Indirect evidences of presence of acceptor states
due to nitrogen, however, is identified and needs to be
reinvestigated with specific attention.

In literature, N‐induced modifications of defects/defect
complexes in ZnO have been investigated using different
spectroscopic techniques.[8–24] The Raman mode near 275
cm−1 is known to be due to atomic nitrogen in the vacant
oxygen sites (NO) in ZnO.[8,9] More specifically, the asso-
ciated defect has been assigned as IZn–NO (complex with
interstitial zinc).[10] Density functional theory predicts
that another type of complex, namely, VZn–NO (complex
with zinc vacancy), can form in ZnO.[3] Experimental
signature of such shallow acceptor complex in the low
temperature PL spectrum of N‐doped ZnO has been
claimed by Tang et al.[11] Further, X‐ray absorption spec-
troscopy indicates that most preferred site of N in ZnO is
VOs (oxygen vacancy); however, such defects are unstable
during annealing.[12] This is clearly vivid in other experi-
ments where variation of N2 pressure during growth[13]

or variation of sample temperature during ion implanta-
tion[5] results in different site occupation of atomic N in
ZnO. In this regard, the formation of molecular N2, either
at VZn

[14,15] or VO
[16] site, is possible and has been inves-

tigated also. The former one is reported to be a shallow
acceptor,[14] whereas the latter is a major source of com-
pensating donor.[16] It has been proposed that doped N
acts as deep acceptors in ZnO and compensating donors
such as VOs become more energetically favorable.[17] On
the contrary, stable VZn clusters have been detected by
positron annihilation spectroscopy after N impurities are
incorporated in ZnO.[18] In fact, such N‐activated clusters
grow in size during annealing (700 –1100°C) without
being fully recovered as found in pristine ZnO.[19] Such
defect clustering in post annealed ZnO sample seems to
be specific for N irradiation as Kennedy et al.[20] have
found partial recovery of Gd‐implanted defects at anneal-
ing temperature 650°C. The nature of vacancies and
interstitials in ion‐irradiated ZnO has been investigated
by Vines et al.[21] using deep level transient spectroscopy.
Deep electronic levels (~1 eV below conduction band) are
generated, which most probably are vacancies. To get rid
of unwanted interstitials (IZns) and to use left aside VZns
purposefully, N codoped with Li,[22] Mg,[23] or P[24] is
found to be effective for activating shallow acceptors. In
case of granular In‐doped ZnO, N can be used to passiv-
ate grain boundary defects and a significant decrease in
resistivity (~2 × 10−3 Ω·cm) has been observed.[25] Alto-
gether, it can be understood that nature of energy‐favored
nitrogen‐native defect complex in ZnO depends critically
on the residual defects in the vicinity.
2 | EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Polycrystalline ZnO (99.99% pure, Sigma‐Aldrich,
Germany) power in pellet form has been annealed in a
Muffle furnace at 500°C for four hours to make samples
unwanted organic and H2O free. Annealed samples have
been implanted by 50 keV nitrogen ion beam at Low
Energy Ion Beam Facility in Inter‐University Accelerator
Centre, New Delhi, India. Samples have labeled as
N1E12, N1E13, N5E13, N1E14, N5E14, N1E15, N1E16,
and N1E17, corresponding to fluences of 1012, 1013, 5 ×
1013, 1014, 5 × 1014, 1015, 1016, and 1017 ions/cm2, respec-
tively. Pristine (however annealed) sample has been
named as UD. Furthermore, samples implanted with
1016 ions/cm2 nitrogen ion beam have been further
annealed with different temperature for 4 hours at ambi-
ent air to study the recovery of defects with annealing
temperature. Postimplanted annealed samples have been
labeled as N1E16A200, N1E16A250, N1E16A300,
N1E16A400, N1E16A500, and N1E16A600, correspond-
ing to annealing temperature 200°C, 250°C, 300°C,
400°C, 500°C and 600°C.

Raman spectra have been measured by Lab RAM HR
Jovin Yvon Raman setup equipped with Peltier cold
Charged Coupled Device detector having 488 nm Argon
laser as an excitation source. Both room and low tem-
perature PL properties of all samples have been recorded
using 325 nm laser source with output power 45 mW and
a TRIAX 320 monochromator was fitted with a cooled
Hamamatsu R928 photomultiplier detector. Grazing‐
incidence X‐ray diffraction (GIXRD) measurements has
been performed (model: Bruker, D8 Discover) to under-
stand the structural evolution of the implanted layers.
Here, the X‐ray incidence angle has been kept at 1° to
ensure the probe region of the X‐ray to be confined
within the implanted region.
3 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The Stopping and Range of Ions in Matter (SRIM)[26] soft-
ware has been employed to estimate projected range,
vacancy concentration and atomic concentration of



implanted ions. Throughout this calculation, the density of
ZnO is taken as 4 gm/cm3 and the threshold energy for dis-
placement of Zn and O atom in ZnO lattice is chosen as 34
and 44 eV, respectively. The SRIM analysis results have
been summarized in Table S1. Estimated VOs are more or
less stable, but large fraction of VZns is dynamically recov-
ered just after implantation.[27]

Wurtzite ZnO shows C6v
4 symmetry, and at Г point, the

optical phonons can be classified according to following
irreducible representation: Гopt = A1 + E1 + 2E2 +
2B1.

[28] Only E‐modes have twofold degeneracy, whereas
rests are nondegenerate. The Raman active modes are A1,
E1 and E2, whereas B1 mode is a silent mode.[29] E2 mode
splits into two parts: E2

high and E2
low. Former one is associ-

ated with the vibration of O sublattice, whereas latter one
is related to Zn sublattice vibration.[28,29] Figure 1a–d
shows the Raman spectroscopic features of all the samples.
The characteristic E2

low, E2
high, and E2

low
–E2

high modes
can be seen at 100, 439, and 333 cm−1. After implantation,
an asymmetric tailing (higher wave number side) of E2

low

mode is found. This is consistent with earlier observations
in ion irradiated,[22] ball milled,[30] disordered ZnO,[28,31]
FIGURE 1 Room temperature Raman spectra of (a) N implanted at

fluences (higher order modes), (c) post‐annealed N implanted (lower or
[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
and ZnO composites.[32] This asymmetric tailing can be a
cumulative effect of Raman modes at 120, 144, and 183
cm−1 (Figure 2a,b). Chen et al.[31] opined that 183 cm−1

Ramanmode in disordered ZnO is due to deformed lattice.
Lattice distortion due to native vacancies after N implan-
tation is very much likely in ZnO.[33,34] As a general trend,
the area under this broad mode increases with im-
plantation fluence. At highest fluence, the Raman spec-
trum is clearly different (Figure 2a). The ratio of areas
under the tailed E2

low and E2
high (439 cm−1) modes, how-

ever, monotonically increases with fluence (Figure 2c). If
we assume the ratio as volume fraction of disordered
region, then the growth of this fraction with increasing
fluence (Φ) should be governed by Poisson's law,
(1−e−σΦ) with σ as a constant. Thus, the ratio of areas of
under the tailed E2

low and E2
high has been fitted with the

following equation:

Y ¼ Y 0 þ A 1 − exp −Φσð Þð Þ (1)

The fitting has been depicted in Figure 2c (inset), and
the fitting parameters Y0 = 1.365 ± 0.58, A = 14.781 ±
different fluence (lower order modes), (b) N implanted at different

der modes) and (d) post‐annealed N implanted (higher order modes)
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FIGURE 2 Enlarged view of around E2
low (100 cm−1) mode has been shown for (a) different fluences and (b) different post‐annealed

temperatures. Ratios of integrated intensities of E2
low (100 cm−1) and E2

high (439 cm−1) along with the solo integrated intensities of E2
low

Raman mode for (c) different fluences (for UD sample, negligibly small fluence 107 ions/cm2 has been assigned for convenience) and (d)

different post‐annealing temperatures (inset: variation of the ratio of area under the curve E2
lowand E2

high) [Colour figure can be viewed
at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
1.52, and σ = 1.2 × 10−16 ± 4 × 10−17. The value of σ
comes out in excellent agreement 1.2 × 10−16 cm2 com-
pared with 2.5 × 10−16 by Zhiguang et al.[35] In Figure 2
b,d, it is seen that extent of the broad tailing (E2

low mode)
has been reduced after postimplantation annealing, sug-
gesting recovery of disorder. It is clear that recovery is
gradual with increasing annealing temperature and is
complete already at 600°C. This is contrary to other stud-
ies where partial recovery[20] or growth of defect clus-
ter[19] for N‐implanted ZnO above 600°C annealing has
been found. Further studies are necessary to reach a con-
clusive scenario.

An anomalous Raman mode has been observed at 275
cm−1 above implantation fluence 1015 ions/cm2 (from
N1E15 sample; Figure 3a). Several researchers claim that
this peak occurs due to native defects like IZn or IZn clus-
ters ruling out any possible contribution of N.[36,37] Other
groups, however, favor a possible role of N atoms, mostly
IZn–NO‐type defects, for the appearance of 275 cm−1
Raman mode in ZnO.[6,8,9,38] In the present work, a clear
decrease of the intensity has been observed above 400°C
annealing (Figure 3b, inset). This is consistent with report
by earlier studies on the similar system.[6,39] Also, the
peak positions are shifting towards the value that has
been observed for N1E16 sample (Figure 3b) with an-
nealing temperature above 200°C. An increase in open
volume defects due to 200°C annealing along with a
decrease of the same above 400°C in granular ZnO has
been previously observed, and positron annihilation
spectroscopy identifies such defects as VZn or VZn–VO

types.[4,40] So, the nonmonotonic variation of the inten-
sity of 275 cm−1 Raman mode renders its involvement
with VZn alongwith doped N atoms.[41]

Regarding the E2
high Raman mode at 439 cm−1, the

reduction of intensity can be found only above 1014

ions/cm2 irradiation fluence. This particular mode is
linked with O atom and is representative of high crystal-
line order of ZnO. During annealing, this mode grows

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com


FIGURE 3 Enlarged view of 275 cm−1 peak shown for (a) different fluences and (b) different post‐annealed temperatures (inset: variation

of intensity for different fluences and post‐annealed temperatures) [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
above 300°C,[26] which is consistent with recovery of
defects and shows exponential decay behavior both with
fluence and inverse of temperature (Figure S1). From
GIXRD pattern, the reciprocal of full width at half maxi-
mum (FWHM) ((101) plane) of the implanted samples is
(shown in the same graph) somewhat compatible with
the variation of E2

high mode with fluence.
Another Raman mode with very weak intensity has

been observed at 510 cm−1 in the samples implanted by
fluence beyond 5 × 1014 ions/cm2, that is, N5E14,
N1E15, N1E16, and N1E17 (Figure 4a). In previous litera-
ture, this has been proposed to be nitrogen related.[36] The
presence of this mode is also reported in Li, Sb[42] doped
ZnO samples. Furthermore, it has been reported by Stehr
et al.[43] that this particular mode is only observed in (N,
O) coimplanted ZnO but not in (N,Zn) coimplanted ZnO
samples. Therefore, native interstitial complex can be
responsible for emergence of this mode, although its sub-
tle relation particular to N doping is not yet known.

A broad peak has evolved after implantation in the
spectrum range ~500–620 cm−1 (Figure 4). This broad
peak is the cumulative effect of four Raman modes
~540, 560, 579, and 591 cm−1. The first one is generally
assigned to second‐order Raman mode [2B1

low;2LA].[30]

Previous literature reports have suggested that the 560
cm−1 mode is attributed to IZn type of defects,

[44] whereas
last two modes have been assigned as A1(LO) and E1(LO)
respectively. These latter two modes are so closely spaced
that their individual contributions are very much difficult
to estimate. However, both the modes are largely influ-
enced by the irradiation induced disorder in ZnO. Here,
the broad peak (470–640 cm−1) of all the spectra has been
well fitted with three Gaussians around 540, 555, and 580
cm−1 (Figure S2, Table S2). Figure S3 shows the variation
of peak intensities and the ratio of area under 555, 580
w.r.t. E2

high mode with implantation fluence and an-
nealing temperature. Huge reduction of the area under
555 cm−1 mode has been observed above 400°C annealing
temperature. It denotes the recovery of defects contribut-
ing to 555 cm−1 peak. It can be seen up to 5 × 1013 ions/
cm2 fluence and for N1E16A600 sample, the ratio of area
of 580 cm−1/439 cm−1 mode remains less than 1 (Figure
S3c,d), which correspond to oxygen stoichiometry‐related
disorder in ZnO previously showed by Russo et al.[28]

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com


FIGURE 4 Enlarged view of 510 cm−1 Raman mode along with other prominent modes for (a) different fluences and (b) different post‐

annealed temperatures (inset: variation of intensity for the 510 cm−1 peak shown for (a) different fluences and (b) different post‐annealed

temperatures) [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
Figure 5a,b shows the variation of room temperature
PL spectra with fluence and annealing temperature,
respectively. It is to be mentioned that the variation in
PL with fluence is not so systematic like Raman results.
In the current context, one reason could be that the prob-
ing depth of PL and Raman is different.[45] Additional
effects like sputtering (during implantation), presence of
gaseous O2 and N2 (during annealing) can alter the
near‐surface region in a different way compared with
the bulk. In case of Sample N1E17, one order of magni-
tude reduction of near‐band edge (NBE) PL (~3.24 eV)
is observed. Generation of nonradiative centers due to
irradiation in ZnO is well known.[20] Increase of relative
weight of deep level emission (DLE ~ 2.45 eV) compared
with NBE in the fluence regime (1012–1016 ions/cm2) can
also be noted. In Sample N1E13, DLE is comparable to
NBE (which is almost half compared with UD). Interest-
ingly, at the initial stage of annealing (200°C and
250°C) for the N1E16 sample, NBE is further reduced
nearly one order of magnitude. As point defects merge
to larger open volumes,[4,40] they act as nonradiative cen-
ters. This reaffirms our contention that 275 cm−1 Raman
mode is affected by nearby open volumes. The DLE inten-
sity of the samples increases with annealing temperature.
To understand the possible defect energy levels contribut-
ing to DLE, selected but representative spectrum for
Samples UD, N1E16 and N1E16A600 spectra has been
deconvoluted with four Gaussians. Best fitting has been
achieved for peaks at 1.91, 2.10, 2.42 and 2.70 eV for Sam-
ple N1E16A600 (Figure 5c). The Gaussian at 1.91 eV is
not required for fitting the N1E16 and UD DLE spectra.
Here, fitting with three Gaussians at 2.06, 2.42, and 2.70
eV provides the best fit. PL emission ~1.91 eV can be an
electronic transition from conduction band to deep accep-
tors (NO) states lying at 1.3 eV from the valence‐band
maximum.[46] A few earlier works have assigned 1.6 –

1.9 eV PL emissions to small size VZn
[47] or VZnO

[15,48]

clusters. In the present study, the evolution of the red
PL (~1.91 eV) with annealing and the presence of N rule
out the sole involvement of VZns. The Raman spectra in
the range up to 4,000 cm−1 for samples N1E16,
N1E16A200, N1E16A250, N1E16A300, N1E16A400,
N1E16A500, and N1E16A600 have been shown in
Figure 5d. We have shown that such irradiation generated
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FIGURE 5 Variation of room temperature photoluminescence spectra for (a) fluences and (b) annealing temperatures, (c) schematic

fitting of room temperature photoluminescence spectra of some selected samples with Gaussians and (d) Raman spectra of annealed

samples along with 1016 ions/cm2 implanted sample ( Note: The integration time for the spectra of N1E16A300 is lower than the rest of the

cases due to its large background intensity) [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
broad hump is due to PL from VZn/VZnO defects.[15] In
the present work, the reduction of broad PL above 1,000
cm−1 due to annealing above 300°C is seen from Figure 5
d. At the same time, for annealing at 600°C (Sample
N1E16A600), the PL peak ~1.91 eV evolves. Stehr
et al.[43] have found evolution of similar red PL in N, Zn
coimplanted ZnO after annealing at 800°C in N2 ambient.
In our view, it is most probably a signature of isolated NO

in ZnO. The other peaks at 2.42 and 2.70 eV have been
associated with VO

[15,40] and ~2.10 with VZns.
[40] Intense

2.42 eV PL is due to N‐activated subband gap state that
has been reported by several authors.[17,20] In fact, defect
state below ~1 eV has always been found in ion irradiated
ZnO.[21] Finally, the evolution of NBE indicates that defect
recovery starts above 250°C. As mentioned earlier, anneal-
ing induced recovery as found from tailing of E2

low mode is
quite different (Figure 2). It indicates PL from ZnO is
sensitive to particular type of defects, whereas Raman
signal probes overall disorder in the sample.

To get more insight, we intend to discuss few compar-
ative features of Raman spectra in disordered ZnO. In
Figure 6a, two Raman spectra have been shown whose
580 cm−1 peak area or height is more or less the same.
Several interesting features can be noted. It is unambigu-
ous that 275, 510, 643, and 857 cm−1 are related to nitro-
gen. This is not true for 555 cm−1 Raman mode. Rather,
this Raman mode scales with the disorder, which is
responsible for the broad tailing of E2

low. Figure 6b
depicts such changes for all the samples. More or less lin-
ear variation can be asserted. So, 555 cm−1 Raman mode
is indeed related to disorder. Zeng et al.[44] have proposed
that typical defects like IZn residing at the interface of
Zn/ZnO interface are responsible for 555 cm−1 Raman
mode. Such kind of defects can be generated due to grain
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FIGURE 6 (a) Raman spectra of the samples implanted with fluence 5 × 1014 ions/cm2 and 400°C postimplantation annealed sample

having also similar 580 cm−1 peak area or height (b) variation of area of the tailing of E2
low (100 cm−1) with area under 555 cm−1 mode.

Variation of E1(2LO)/E1(LO) and E2
high/E1(LO) with (c) fluences (for UD sample, negligibly small fluence 107 ions/cm2 has been assigned for

convenience) and (d) postimplantation annealing temperatures (TA) [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
fragmentation during ion irradiation. In our opinion, the
distorted Zn sublattice vibration gives rise to such tailing
of E2

low. The same distortion exists at the fragmented grain
interface, thus, distortion generated IZns are also likely to
be present there. It is generally understood that 580 cm−1

peak intensity scales with the concentration of VOs in
ZnO, if we assign the 2.42 eV PL with the VO in ZnO, a cor-
relation is expected which, however, is not found (not
shown). Further, it is well known that the intensity ratio
of E1(2LO) and E1(LO) is an important parameter in
ZnO[49] and other semiconductors[50,51] that indicates the
spatial extent (average) of coherently scattering regions as
probed by Raman spectroscopy. So, the ratio of E1(2LO)/
E1(LO) is closely related with the disorder present in the
material. In the same graph (Figure 6c,d), both intensity
ratios of E1(2LO)/E1(LO) and E2

high/E1(LO) have been
plotted. If this ratio with fluence is plotted in a log–log
scale, almost a linear variation is observed in the whole
fluence regime studied here (not shown). The striking sim-
ilarity can be understood from the exponential decay
fitting as shown in Figures S1b and 6d. The thermal activa-
tion energy calculated from both the fitting turns out to be
nearly same (in case of E1(2LO)/E1(LO), the activation
energy = 0.33 ± 0.06 eV and that for area under E2

high is
0.31 ± 0.06 eV). Low activation energy of disorder recovery
is representative of the increase of length scale of coher-
ently scattering regions, mostly found in nanocrystalline
materials.[52,53] Similarity in activation energies manifests
the fact that they share a common origin and both
the parameters (i.e., E1(2LO)/E1(LO) and E2

high/E1(LO))
can be used to assess the extent of damage due to
implantation/irradiation. As the implantation fluence
increases, the ratio decreases gradually, whereas the ratio
increases with annealing temperature. Based on this obser-
vation, a scaling relation[54] with the ratio E1(2LO) to
E1(LO) with fluence is expected. Baring unimplanted sam-
ple (UD) scaling of E1(2LO)/E1(LO) fitted with αΦβ gives α
= 2.52 ± 0.04 and β = −0.35 ± 0.01 (Figure 6c).

Figure 7 indicates the low temperature PL spectra of
some selected samples. The major noticeable emission
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FIGURE 7 10 K PL spectra of some selected samples (a) NBE, (b) DLE and (c) NTQ effect in DLE of postimplanted 500°C sample, and (d)

the integrated intensity variation of NBE and DLE of the same sample (solid line is a guide to eye). DLE, deep level emission; NBE, near‐band

edge; PL, photoluminescence [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
peaks in low temperature photoluminescence of UD
samples are 3.378, 3.366, 3.313, 3.24, and 3.216 eV.
The first two emissions are FX and DBX emissions of
ZnO. This DBX emission is generally originated from
IZn type of native defects.[45] The most intense PL peak
at 3.313 eV is the famous FA (free electron to shallow
but localized acceptors) transition in ZnO.[55] However,
there are other opinions also regarding the origin of this
transition.[56,57] Typical defect species associating both
VZn and VOs near the grain boundary region contribute
to this PL emission even at room temperature.[40,58] In
case of O or Ar ion irradiation, always a decrease of
the I3.313/I3.366 has been observed.[15] N implantation
causes just the opposite effect. That is why earlier
works[2] have assigned the increased intensity of PL
emission ~3.315 eV after N doping as a signature of
shallow acceptor generation. This is indeed true but
not in the form of shallow acceptor bound excitons.
Highest fluence implantation does not increase the ratio,
rather decreases it. Similar observation has also been
noticed for increasing the annealing temperature from
500°C to 600°C. Interestingly, the signature of FX emis-
sion is detectable in N1E16 sample but becomes very
weak (almost invisible) after annealing. If defect recov-
ery is considered due to 600°C annealing, FX should
have been observed for this sample. The 3.24 eV emis-
sion is an admixture of donor–acceptor pair (DAP) and
first phonon assisted transition of 3.313 eV PL emission.
Another DAP emission ~3.216 eV is visible in the UD
sample. This particular emission is heavily affected due
to implantation and partially developed after annealing.
However, no signature of the evolution of 3.228 – 3.235
eV DAP (which is representative of donor to shallow
acceptor transition[59]) either due to implantation or
subsequent annealing is observed. No clear acceptor
bound excitons ~3.355 eV is also seen. A closer look
on thermal evolution of N1E16A500 sample (Figure 7c,
d) reveals a negative thermal quenching effect in DLE
spectra (above 175 K) which is a clear indication of deep
acceptor states[60] in that sample. These deep acceptors
might be linked to N; however, further investigation is
needed for better understanding.
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4 | CONCLUSION

A comprehensive investigation of N implantation
induced effects and their recovery on Raman modes in
granular ZnO system has been carried out. The main
conclusions of this study are summarized as follows.

1. The 275, 510, 643 and 857 cm−1 Raman modes in
ZnO are nitrogen related. The 275 cm−1 mode is
affected by vacancies (presumably VZn) in the vicinity
of doped N site in ZnO. The 510 cm−1 mode is closely
related to N‐activated native interstitials.

2. Tailing of E2
low Raman mode increases with im-

plantation fluence and it is associated with the defor-
mation of Zn sublattice. Presence of VZn–VO type (in
general, mVZn–nVO, m ≈ n) defects in ZnO can be
the major contributor of such distortion.

3. This distortion gradually decreases with the applica-
tion of thermal energy via annealing and huge reduc-
tion in broadening after 400°C annealing signifies
major recovery of defects. Interestingly, a linear cor-
relation between broadening of E2

low and area under
555 cm−1 Raman mode has been observed. It indicates
that both are of common origin.

4. In conjunction to PL findings, it is evident that defects
responsible for the tailing of E2

low mode are mostly
nonradiative in nature. The recovery of band edge
emission starts above 250°C annealing temperature.
As manifested by Raman findings, the implanted
ZnO gradually recovers with increasing annealing
temperature with full recovery at 600°C. It is clear that
PL from ZnO is sensitive to particular type of defects,
whereas Raman signal probes overall disorder in the
sample.

5. It has been observed that E1(2LO)/E1(LO) and E2
high/

E1(LO) varies monotonically and similarly with N
implantation fluences. Any of these two parameters
can be used to monitor remote and in‐situ character-
ization of ion beam‐induced disorder in ZnO.

6. The annealing study reveals that thermal evolution of
E1(2LO)/E1(LO) and area under E2

high mode are
more or less identical. It signifies the activated
growth of spatial extension of coherently scattering
domains. The low thermal activation energy (0.33 ±
0.06 eV) of domain growth is typical for semiconduc-
tor nanostructures with high disorder.

7. Low temperature PL spectra of UD, N1E16, N1E17,
N1E16A500, and N1E16A600 samples at NBE mainly
dominated by 3.313 eV emission are mostly assigned
as free electron transition to localized acceptor states.
Compared with UD sample, the DBX emission is
suppressed in all the measured PL spectra of other
samples. It can be understood that N implantation
inhibits the emission from shallow donors, which is
indeed interesting.

8. No identifiable signature of shallow acceptor bound
emission has been noticed in the low temperature
PL spectra of any of the samples. In the case of
N1E16A500 sample, temperature dependent PL spec-
tra exhibit negative thermal quenching above 175 K,
which can be a signature of deep acceptors. This
responsible defect is generated as a combined effect
of N implantation and subsequent annealing. Thus,
transforming such deep acceptors to shallower one
in ZnO remains as a challenge.
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